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Alen Yacht
he Turkish shipyard Alen Yacht has joined forces with renowned international architects Foster + Partners to create
a new 68-foot motor yacht, the Alen 68. Merging insights and innovative technology from land construction with
boatbuilding expertise has created a fast, agile craft combining the elegant social spaces of a cruising yacht with
the fun of a day boat. The Alen 68 has 20% more volume than most comparable motor yachts, creating more
walk-around deck space and more scope for innovative design. Flexible seating caters for up to 12 diners and the
bespoke furnishing include 3 sun loungers and 2 black fabric recliners. A gyroscope steadies the yacht at anchor and
a fabric shading screen can enclose the air-conditioned lounge. Deck space has been maximised due to the yacht’s
20 per cent volume advantage over rivals, offering a full walk-around platform for entertaining and relaxing. Flexible
seating means all 12 guests can dine on deck, served by the grill, drinks cabinets and Teppanyaki hotplate. There’s
also room for three sunloungers and to fabric recliners. Time at anchor, meanwhile, should be free of any wallows
thanks to the optional Seakeeper gyro stabilizer. In a break with tradition, the contours of the hull are not hidden
by furniture but exposed to reveal the smooth lines of the yacht. This creates space for a flexible ‘pod’ system of
up to 3 cabins. With a refined palette of materials including bleached oak, white leather and white onyx, the yacht’s
understated style is ever present. Beneath the surface, her advanced technology confirms that land architects and
boatbuilders are a powerful combination. A surprisingly spacious tender garage located aft of the owner’s cabin is
capable of storing a large tender, personal watercraft, and paddleboards.
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